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Slow Fox Trot

PIANO

VOICE

Happy to-gether, you and I
We made our lives a song

Letting bad weather pass right by
The world just rolled a-long.
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But things are different now that you have gone
All by myself I simply can't go on!

CHORUS

What good are days without sunshine?
You made the skies above blue!

Now that you're gone days are dreary,
What good am I without you?

What good are nights without love dreams?
You made my dreaming come true!
Now that you're gone nights are empty, What good am I without you? If I can't have you there, with me to share each joy and care. What good are birds that sing, the flowers in springer

What damn good is any-thing? Your love could make me be something. A million things I could do! But all alone just nothing, What good am I without you? You?